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It is shown that loopless transversal matroids have critical exponent at most 2. 
‘b 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
Brylawski [2] has shown that loopless principal transversal matroids have 
critical exponent at most 2. Welsh [4] asks if a similar result holds for all 
transversal matroids. We answer in the affirmative by proving that all 
loopless transversal matroids have critical exponent at most 2. 
The terminology used here for matroids will in general follow Welsh 131. 
A rank r transversal matroid M is representable over GF(q) for some q. In 
this case the canonical simple matroid associated with M is isomorphic to a 
submatroid of PG(r - 1, q) and if M is loopless this submatroid and M have 
the same critical exponent c(M; q). So without loss of generality we may 
consider only transversal submatroids of PG(r - 1, q). A cyclic flat is one 
which is a union of circuits. 
LEMMA. If a matroid M has a submatroid 44’ which meets all cyclic 
flats of M, then c(M; q) < c(M’; q) + 1. 
Prooj If M has a loop the result is immediate. If not we may assume 
that there exist sets E and E’ s E with M = PG(r - 1, q) ( E and M’ = 
PG(r - 1, q) 1 E’. 
If c(M’; q) = k there are hyperplanes H,,..., H, of PG(r - 1, q) with 
((-)i”=, Hi)17E’= 0. If (nf= 1 Hi) n E contains a circuit C it contains 
cJ,(C), a cyclic flat and so contains a point of E’. So (n;=, Hi) n E is 
independent. It is routine to show that there is a hyperplane of PG(r - 1, q) 
missing an independent set. Say Hk+l is such a hyperplane, then 
H k+1n(n~=,HinE)=(n~~‘=+:Hi)nE=0,andthereforec(M;q)~k+1. 
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LEMMA. If M is a transversal matroid of rank r defined on set E with 
presentation (A,, A, ,..., A,) then all proper cyclic flats of M can be obtained 
by taking intersections of members of the family {E -A, ,..., E -A,}. 
Proof. An immediate consequence of [2, Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 
3.11. 
THEOREM. If M is a loopless transversal matroid then M has critical 
exponent at most 2. 
Proof: Let M = PG(r - 1, q) 1 E be a spanning subgeometry of 
PG(r - 1, q). M has a presentation {C, ,..., C,} consisting of co-circuits [ 1, 
Theorem 11. All proper cyclic flats of M are obtained by taking intersections 
of members of the set (E - Cl,..., E - C,.) of hyperplanes of 44. Let Hi be 
the unique hyperplane of PG(r - 1, q) containing E - Ci and consider 
ni,, Hi, where I = { l,..., r}. 
If 0 Hi = 0 then for j E Z let vi = 0 Hi. 
iEI iel-i 
It is routine to show that vj is a point of PG(r - 1, q) and that Y = (vi ,..., vrj 
spans and hence is a basis. If F is a cyclic flat of PG(r - 1, q) ) (E U V) and 
F n V= 0 then F is a proper cyclic flat of M and F = njeJ (E - Cl) = 
E n (nj,, Hi) for some J c 1. But cl<, uv,F = (E U V) n <njG, Hi) SO that F 
contains { vI ] i &J}, which contradicts the assumption that F is a cyclic flat 
of PG(r - 1, q) 1 (E U V). So V meets all cyclic flats of 
PG(r - 1, q) ) (EU v) and since PG(r - 1, q) ) V is affine we have 
c(PG(r - 1, q) 1 (E U V); q) ,< 2 and therefore c(M; q) < 2. 
On the other hand if nip, Hi # 0 we let v E flip1 Hi and by a similar 
argument it can be shown that v meets all cyclic flats of 
PG(r - 1, q) ( (E U V). In either case c(M; q) < 2. 
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